
CREATIVE BRIEF + SERVICE ORDER

CONSUMED February 9-10, 2008MATERIALISM

W EEK END E X PER IENCE

THE  GIVING TREE – To begin the service, we will do a reading of the Shel Silverstein book, ‘The Giving Tree.’ 
The reading will be done by a volunteer who will act as something like a host for the service.mages from the book will 
be on the screens while she reads. When she is finished, she will briefly summarize the meaning of book and then give 
a brief few lines of context for theperience that is about to begin. 

TV GUY –When the volunteer walks of the stage, a wall of TVs will beign to show commercials and images of 
consumerism. In front of the wall will be a guy wearing a TV on his head. After a bit his ‘head’ (a prerecorded video of 
som’s face) will begin singing. The song he sings will be:

BITTERSWEET SYMPHONY – The mesage of the song is that we become what we consume and 
thachasing afer money and stuff just ends in death. The point of doing the song is to highlight the hopelessness of 
materialism. The TV guy will be “singing” the song, but as he sings, his face will morph into other faces - again making 
the point that we are what we consume. The music will be played by a live band with a string section.

BRIAN TOME – After the opening bit, Brian will come on stage and tie the themes of the opening ceative pieces 
into the journey. He’ll also give context for the journey, both his personal thoughts on it and what it si about. 

SNL CLIP – After Brian is done talking, we’ll role a clip fom Saturday Night Live about materialism. Go to 
http://www.salon.com/ent/video_dog/comedy/2006/02/06/debt/index.html to see the video.

BRIAN TOME – After the SNL clip Brian will focus on the topic of materialism and how it robs us of the freedom 
that God has for us.
 

WRAP-UP / ANNOUNCEMENTS– After Brian is finished with his talk, the volunteer who read ‘The Giving 
Tree’ will come on stage and encourage people to get in a small group if they are not already. They may also give a 
few thoughts on there own about the upcoming journey - what they’re excited about and maybe what they’re not 
really excited about or nervous about.

PULL ME CLOSER - We will end the service with this participation song.

DVD CONTENTS:
1. Video support for Bittersweet symphony
2. SNL clip


